1929]	ELEMENTAL   PASSIONS
But one doesn't notice lago in the upshot and / should say
that all the characters in the great tragedies dissolve and
disappear in the overwhelming impression which the
tragedy makes on one's soul. " Like " Othello? Yes, of
course. "Pity" Lear? Equally of course. But a lesser
man could have drawn Othello, or even Lear. Only
Shakespeare can make us thrill and shudder by showing
us in their persons aspects of the soul of man in the grip
of elemental passions. No! W.S. isn't (to me) a creator
of " heroes " and " heroines ". In the tragedies has any
character got charm ? I should like to know which. Does
one " love " any single one of them? I don't. The fact
of the matter is that in tragedy, where you are stirring
human nature to its depths, if the note of spirituality is
silent, as it always is in W,S., the heroes and heroines (and
the rest of them) have not got that power of appeal which
the characters of lesser men have. " The play's the thing ",
after all
. . However, you will not agree. But who of them all
can hold a candle to Antigone? Mind you, I am not be-
littling W.S.'s tragic power. Quite the contrary. Nor his
power of creating character. As a generalization (and
therefore only a half truth) in the tragedies the play is
the dominating thing and the players pieces on the board:
in the comedies the play is naught and the players every-
thing.
'*n
, . . But why do I again steal hours from my pillow,
especially after having had a Confirmation to-day> and
lots of different people from morning to night?
. . , I have been reading Brett on the Iron Duke and
love the old boy more than even
. . . I will get hold of the Testament of Beauty. It is
good news that that old boy has got his ver$£ to flow
clear again, I thought he was at the end of his song. It
was a fine thing of Asquith (wasn't it -A.-?) to make.
himPJL	.
... By the way. The one thing which I am
grateful to you for in your opus is your drawiag of the

